The 15th annual summer meeting of the Society for Political Methodology (a group separate from but nearly coincident with the Political Methodology Section of the APSA) was held at the University of California, San Diego, July 22-26, 1998.

**Program Listing**

**Thursday Morning**


**Thursday Afternoon**

Michael C. Herron, Northwestern; "Two-Candidate Elections, Ecological Inference, and Implied Spatial Voting," Discussant: John Londregan, UCLA

INVITED TALK (as is traditional, this is a talk by a methods-type from outside of political science at the host university): Halbert White, Department of Economics, UCSD, "A Reality Check for Data Snooping"

**Thursday evening**

Poster sessions (participant list below)

**Friday Morning**

*Panel A*


*Panel B*


Philip Paolino, Texas, "Two Approaches to Maximum Likelihood Estimation of the Beta Distribution," Discussant: Jonathon Nagler UC Riverside

**Friday Afternoon**

*Panel A*

John Freeman, Minnesota "Democracy and Exchange Rates: An Experimental Study," Discussant: Suzanna De Boef, Penn State

Panel B


Langche Zeng, George Washington, "Data Analysis with Neural Network Models," Discussant: Philip A. Schrodt Kansas

Saturday Morning


Burt L. Monroe, Indiana, "Bias, Responsiveness, Swing, Majoritarianism and Disproportionality: Sense and Nonsense in the Analysis of Seats-Votes and Other Representation Relationship," Discussant: Mohan Penubarti, UCLA

Saturday Afternoon

Partrick Bryant and John Williams, Indiana "A State-Space Approach to Event Counts: Structural Models and Monte Carlo Evidence," Discussant: James Stimson, North Carolina

List of Summer 1998 Methods Meeting Participants

You can send mail to a participant by clicking on their email address.

---

**Paper Presenters**

Larry M. Bartels, lbartels@wws.princeton.edu, Princeton University  
John Brehm, jbrehm@sabot.poli.duke.edu, Duke University  
Partrick Brandt, pbrandt@indiana.edu, University of Indiana  
Benjamin Fordham [coauthor, not attending], fordham@cnsvax.albany.edu  
John Freeman, freeman@polisci.umn.edu, University of Minnesota  
Michael C. Herron, m-herron@nwu.edu, Northwestern University  
James Honaker, tercer@latte.harvard.edu, Harvard University  
Simon Jackman, jackman@stanford.edu, Stanford University  
Brad Jones, bsjones@u.arizona.edu, University of Arizona  
Gary King, king@harvard.edu, Harvard University  
Anne Margaret Joseph, ajoesph@fas.harvard.edu, Harvard University  
Nolan McCarty, nmm19@columbia.edu, Columbia University  
Walter Mebane, wrm1@cornell.edu, Cornell University  
Burt L. Monroe, bmonroe@indiana.edu, Indiana University  
Philip Paolino, ppaolino@mail.la.utexas.edu, University of Texas  
Ken Scheve, kscheve@www-vds.fas.harvard.edu, Harvard University  
Micheal E. Sobel, ??, University of Arizona  
Gregory J. Wawro, gjw10@columbia.edu, Columbia University  
John Williams, jotwilli@indiana.edu, University of Indiana  
Dan Wood, bdanwood@lewie.tamu.edu, University of Texas A&M  
Langche Zeng, langche@everest.fas.harvard.edu, Harvard University

**Discussants**

Christopher Achen, achen@umich.edu, University of Michigan  
Michael Alvarez, rma@crunch.caltech.edu, University of Cal Tech  
Michael Bailey, no e-mail, Georgetown University  
Nathaniel Beck, rma@crunch.caltech.edu, UC-San Diego  
Henry E. Brady, hbrady@bravo.berkeley.edu, UC Berkeley  
Suzanna De Boef, sld8@psu.edu, Penn St University  
Charles Franklin, sld8@psu.edu, University of Wisconsin  
John Londregan, londrega@polisci.ucla.edu, UCLA  
Jonathon Nagler, nagler@wizard.ucr.edu, UC-Riverside  
Mohan Penubarti, mohan@ucla.edu, UCLA  
Douglas Rivers, rivers@leland.stanford.edu, Stanford University  
Philip A. Schrodt, p-schrodt@ukans.edu, University of Kansas  
Curtis S. Signorino, sign@troi.cc.rochester.edu, University of Rochester  
Renee M. Smith, rmes@troi.cc.rochester.edu, University of Rochester  
James Stimson, jstimson@email.unc.edu, University of North Carolina
Other Invited Faculty

Angela Hinton Andersson, ??, University of Loyola-Chicago
D. Scott Bennett Jr., dsb10@psu.edu, Penn St University
Barry Burden, burden.18@osu.edu, Ohio St University
Daniel DiLeo, ??, Penn St- Altoona
Dean Lacy, dlacy+@osu.edu, Ohio St University
David Epstein, epstein1@leland.stanford.edu, Stanford and Columbia
Robert S. Erikson, rerikson@uh.edu
Shama Gamkhar, gamkhar@mail.utexas.edu, University of Texas
Jeff Gill, jgill@latte.harvard.edu, Harvard University
Jerry Goldman, j-goldman@nwu.edu, Northwestern University
Paul Gronke, gronke@duke.edu, Duke University
Mel Hinich, Hinich@mail.la.utexas.edu
Paul Kellstedt, paul_kellstedt@brown.edu, Brown University
David C. Kimball, kimball.11@osu.edu, Ohio St. University
Jeffery B. Lewis, jblewis@wws.princeton.edu, Princeton University
Michael MacKuen, mackuen@umsl.edu, University of Missouri-SL
Gregory McAvoy, gemcavoy@durkheim.uncg.edu, UNC Greensboro
Kenneth F. McCue, mccue@caltech.edu, Caltech
Rebecca Menes, menes@ucla.edu, UCLA
Rebecca Morton, rebecca-morton@uiowa.edu, University of Iowa
Sharyn O'Halloran, so33@columbia.edu, Stanford and Columbia
Thomas Palfrey, trp@hss.caltech.edu, Caltech
Randall W. Partin, partin@unm.edu, University of New Mexico
Keith Poole, kp2a+@andrew.cmu.edu, Carnegie Mellon U
Helen Purkitt, purkitt@novell.nadn.navy.mil, U.S. Naval Academy
Michel Regenwetter, regenwet@mail.duke.edu, Duke University
Michael Taylor, Michael.taylor@sv.ntnu.no, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Caroline Tolbert, ctolebert@kent.edu, Kent St University
Carole Uhlaner, no email, UC-Irvine
Paul Warwick, warwick@sfu.ca, Simon Frazier
Christopher Wlezien, cwlezien@uh.edu
Chris Zorn, czorn@emory.edu, Emory University
Howard Rosenthal, Rosenthal@phoenix.princeton.edu, Princeton
Wendy K. Tam, wendy@cho.pol.uiuc.edu, University of Illinois

Graduate Student Poster Sessions

Dorie Apollonio, dorie@alfa.berkeley.edu, UC-Berkeley
David Barker, dbarker@uhupvm1.uh.edu, University of Houston
Mark M. Berger, mmb4@acpub.duke.edu, Duke University
Jon Bay, jonbay@nwu.edu, Northwestern University
Adam Berinsky, berinsky@umich.edu, University of Michigan
Jake Bowers, jbwers@uclink2.berkeley.edu, UC-Berkeley
John F. Bremer, bremer@troi.cc.rochester.edu, University of Rochester
Barry Burden, burden.18@osu.edu, Ohio St University
Tara Butterfield, tarab@hss.caltech.edu, Cal Institute of Tech
Kevin A. Clarke, kclarke@umich.edu, University of Michigan